COLOR-CRETE
Integral Color System

RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL & PUBLIC WORKS
MAY BE FINISHED USING A VARIETY OF TECHNIQUES
LOW MAINTENANCE
AVAILABLE IN POWDER, LIQUID AND GRANULAR
COLOR-MATIC SYSTEMS OFFER 100’S OF COLORS
EXCELLENT CHOICE FOR PRECASTERS & VERTICAL APPLICATIONS
MEETS ASTM C-979 STANDARDS
**Color-Crete** is ideal for projects of any size or scope, residential or commercial, and is versatile enough either to blend with the surrounding environment or to add stunning highlights to hardscape designs. Color-Crete is a mix-in, integral colorant and not a topping, which means the color is permanent for the life of the concrete. Stamped, broomed, troweled, sand-blasted and exposed aggregate are several finishing techniques that can transform the look of Color-Crete concrete. With 35 standard colors and an unlimited palette of custom colors available, Color-Crete is the decorative product of choice for flat work, vertical pours and pre-cast applications.

**A Spectrum of Color for New Concrete**

*Design freedom to create colorful hardscapes*

**Color-Crete** integral color transforms plain concrete into a workable artistic material that can match or highlight any theme or decor. There is the freedom to add pizzazz, design and color shades to what has been considered plain and bland, or the concrete can be colored to blend or match the surrounding environment.

Ideal for: Patios | Driveways | Walkways | Entryways | Plazas | Parks
**BATCH-READY**

**COLOR CHART**
Batch-Ready Liquid & Powder
35 Standard Colors

- Austin Buff
- San Jose Buff
- Fiesta
- Pecos Beige
- Sandtone
- Desert Tan
- Sand Buff
- Phoenix Tan
- Sombra
- Yuma Gold
- Autumn Brown
- Brick Red
- Tallow Red
- Sedona
- Maplewood
- Charcoal
- Euro Gray
- Soft Gray
- Sun Buff
- Euro Slate

**NOTE:** Custom Color matching capabilities.
This printed color chart is for reference purposes only. Euclid Chemical recommends choosing colors from actual test samples.

**COLOR CHART**
7 For 28 Powder
7 Based Colors - 28 Hues

- San Jose Buff
- Autumn Brown
- Terra Cotta
- Sattilo
- Redwood
- Cherokee Red
- Pueblo
- Euro Slate
- Slate

**NOTE:** This printed color chart is for reference purposes only. Euclid Chemical recommends choosing colors from actual test samples.

**COLOR-MATIC**

**COLOR CHART**
Color-Matic Liquid & Granular
35 Standard Colors

- Austin Buff
- San Jose Buff
- Fiesta
- Pecos Beige
- Sandtone
- Desert Tan
- Sand Buff
- Phoenix Tan
- Sombra
- Yuma Gold
- Autumn Brown
- Brick Red
- Tallow Red
- Sedona
- Maplewood
- Charcoal
- Euro Gray
- Soft Gray
- Sun Buff

**NOTE:** Custom Color matching capabilities. Granular color available only through ready-mix & distributor locations with Color-Matic granular dispensing system.
This printed color chart is for reference purposes only. Euclid Chemical recommends choosing colors from actual test samples.
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